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− (Some of the approach here is inspired by Richard Robbins, Global Problems and the Culture 
of Capitalism) 

− Globalization: the increasing interconnectedness of people, places, and activities around the 
globe 
− the global distribution of information by radio, television, and internet 
− the global distribution of consumer goods, the global network of production, shipping, sales, 

banking, etc. to produce, deliver, and pay for them 
− increasing contact and interaction between people of different cultures due to air travel, 

telephones, internet, foreign wars, etc. 
− some people define globalization as the homogenization of culture that supposedly results 

from this 
− but others (including me) feel it is better to use the term for only the interconnectedness, 

and not to include in the term an assumption about what the results of the 
interconnectedness may be 

− in fact, some of the consequences of increasing global connectedness are actually 
increased differences between people 
− as groups come into competition for limited resources, they often place more emphasis 

on boundary maintenance 
− more clearly marking the differences between themselves and the others through 

clothing, language, speech patterns, etc. 
− increasing interaction with others often leads to more “othering” 

− as we saw in an earlier class, creating group solidarity and individual identity by 
defining one’s own group by contrast with another 

− while globalization is usually seen as a late 20th-century and 21st century process, in fact it 
has been building up for a long time 
− arguably from the first Mesopotamian empire around 2250 BC 
− or the empire of Alexander the Great (336-323 BC) 
− or the Roman empire (44 BC – 476 AD) 

− example of sheer silk dresses from China, popular among rich women of Rome 
− traded overland on the Silk Route to the Levant, then by ship in the Mediterranean to 

Rome 
− this was effectively global trade, as early as the time of Christ 
− The Roman senate tried to ban these dresses as immoral in 50 AD 

− both because they were too risqué and revealing 
− and also for reasons that sound like today’s objections to globalization because of the 

immorality of profiting from expensive athletic shoes made in Asian sweatshops: 
− Pliny the Elder, The Natural History VI, 20: 

− “to the females… they give the twofold task of unraveling [the silk cocoons’ 
fibers], and of weaving the threads afresh. So manifold is the labor, and so distant 
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are the regions which are thus ransacked to supply a dress through which our ladies 
may in public display their charms.” 

− Seneca the Younger c. 3 BCE–65 CE, Declamations Vol. I: 
− “Wretched flocks of maids labor so that the adulteress may be visible through her 

thin dress.” 
− or the Dutch and British East India companies 

− which divided up big portions of the world into areas of government/private military 
control 

− forcing colonized people in India and Southeast Asia to mine minerals, grow spices, 
cotton, opium, etc. 

− for the profit of European investors 

− Why focus on globalization, and its colonial and imperialist history, in an anthropology class? 
− Globalization is the context for all societies and cultures today 

− culture is integrated and a system 
− anthropologists argue for a holistic view of society, seeing culture as an interconnected 

system 
− so to understand any culture today (and many in the past), we have to consider its global 

context 
− to include all of the holistic pattern 

− example: the production, exchange, and consumption of sushi, in your reading by Bestor 
− the lives of fishermen in Maine are affected by the water temperatures off Spain; the 

success of a restaurant in New York is affected by the bidding for fish in Tokyo… 
− we cannot understand any of this without a global perspective 

− example: the Kayapo resistance to a dam project, in your reading by Turner 
− the dam project could only happen as Brazil tied in with sources of capital from other 

countries, and was only needed because of changes in Brazilian culture and energy needs 
due to adopting values and technology from other countries 

− the Kayapo resistence drew on international connections, interests far from Brazil or 
indigenous peoples, foreign media, etc.  

− example: Ju/’hoansi in Botswana and Namibia, 1980s-2001 (Lee chapter 12) 
− Lee details big impacts on the Ju/’hoansi from outside forces 

− both negative and positive 
− notice that Lee emphasizes how the Ju/’hoansi responded and dealt with the changing 

circumstances 
− both in general and as individuals 
− they are not passive victims, but players in a complex, global system 
− even if they are at a disadvantage in some ways 

− The Modern World System 
− World system, or world systems theory: a model of how modern world economic and 

political relations developed and operates, proposed by Immanuel Wallerstein 
− Includes the entire world known at the time 
− now the globe, but fomerly Europe, its colonies, and the surrounding societies 

− A powerful core society exploits a dominated periphery of other societies 
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− The periphery provides raw resources, cheap labor, and often consumers to buy the goods 
− The core 

− extracts these resources, converts them to finished goods, and sells them back to the 
periphery 

− uses political/economic methods (taxes, import duties, licensed monopolies, etc.) to 
ensure that it benefits 

− uses military force to keep its political/economic position 
− but does this classic model correctly portray the modern globalized world? 

− it fit reasonably well with the 19th century British Empire 
− or US economic imperialism in the 20th century 
− but does it still? 

− in the sushi article, where is the core, and where is the periphery? 
− if the suchi article suggests that the world system core is in Tokyo, where would you 

place the core after reading an article about computers, or financial markets, or 
manufacturing…? 

− there really is no longer one core and one periphery 
− but instead many places that function as a core in one industry or context, and periphery 

in others 
− an ever more complex network of interactions 

− with power, wealth, production, and consumption no longer all clumped together in a 
single core 

− but distributed at many different nodes of the network 
− no one core monopolizes the power to act 

− probably never really did 
− the periphery has probably always pushed back and influenced the core, too 

− What causes globalization? 
− “The society of perpetual growth” 

− capitalism requires constant economic growth 
− or it collapses 
− you constantly hear in the news about measures of economic growth, and you know that 

economists worry if it gets down to just a few percent per year 
− capital is wealth that is used to create more wealth: interest on investments 
− if capital is successfully producing ever more wealth, then the total economic system 

must be growing 
− virtually all economists agree with this 

− details are complex, not fully understood 
− related to the need in capitalism for loans and the payment of interest (the new wealth 

produced by capital) 
− there can be no “steady state”, no acceptable level where economic activity can stabilize 

− so businesses constantly seek 
− more consumers 

− or to get the same consumers to buy more: advertising 
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− when goods were produced on a small scale, often by kin, they were made in direct 
response to demand 

− but under capitalism, an investor predicts what demand may be, builds a factory, 
produces a huge amount of a product, and then has to sell it all or he loses money 

− so capitalists have to ensure or create demand that often was not there before 
− by bringing the goods to new people 
− or influencing the wants of the same people 
− or both 

− more material inputs (mining, logging, drilling, etc.) 
− more and cheaper labor 

− a business can increase profit by producing and selling more, but also by cutting costs, 
especially by paying laborers less 

− so they will move production to wherever labor is cheapest 
− and will try to pay as little as possible for as much work as possible 

− governments support this economic growth 
− with trade agreements, military intervention, etc. 
− because economic growth is good for citizens 

− it keeps people working and provides lots of goods 
− and because it is good for business owners and investors 

− who influence government to ensure that they continue to profit 
− Result: globalization 

− ever more people drawn into the capitalist system 
− as consumers and as laborers, to a lesser extent as capitalists (investors) 
− ever greater connections, flows of wealth, people, goods 

− obviously, all capitalist societies are not identical 
− but to the extent that they share certain features by virtue of being capitalist… 
− we can treat those aspects as a “culture of capitalism” 
− like any culture, comprised of 

− roles (categories of people) 
− and rules (for how members of a category behave) 
− these are arbitrary cultural constructs 
− not necessary features of human society 

− Roles and rules in the culture of capitalism: 
− role: consumer 

− For consumers, it is right, normal, and good to 
− buy and accumulate things in order to attain happiness 

− of course we know that time with family, vacations, etc. are also important 
− but the fact that we have to be reminded that “money can’t buy happiness” shows how 

much we tend to act as if it could 
− buy on credit, promising to pay later 

− why deny yourself something now, if you can reasonably expect to pay for it later? 
− save relatively little 
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− instant gratification over planning for the future 
− role: capitalist 

− For capitalists, it is right, normal, and good to  
− invest money in any way that makes a profit 

− obviously within the bounds of law and ethics, but these allow a lot of leeway 
− and the law is set by government, which has an interest in ensuring that businesses 

succeed… 
− expect that the enterprises he/she invests in will make making a profit their highest 

priority 
− this is legally and ethically codified as fiduciary duty: 

− the responsibility of those entrusted with an investment to act in the interests of the 
investor 

− not in the interests of themselves, the workers, the people who live nearby, etc. if 
they differ from the interests of the investor 

− role: laborer 
− For laborers, it is right, normal, and good to 

− work as much and as hard as possible, in order to maximize income 
− again, we know there are limits 
− but a laborer who consistently turns down well-paid work or does not seek to earn 

more is seen as abnormal 

− How are these roles and rules constructed? 
− how do people learn and come to believe them? 

− ex.: why do so few people today feel that debt is bad? 
− debt used to be an embarrassment or shameful 

− ex.: why do many people care about whether their clothes and car are current and 
fashionable? 
− widespread concern (outside the very rich) about changing fashions is relatively new 

− people are trained or enculturated to hold these attitudes 
− what features of the culture reinforce these roles and rules, so we accept them and comply? 
− what makes them seem so obvious, legitimate, and correct to members of our culture of 

capitalism? 
− you could take a whole class on these issues… Anth 340, Living in our globalized world! 

− There is a whole history of the appearance and development of the role of “consumer” 
− involving advertising 
− changes in how stores display goods and treat customers 

− until the early 20th century, most retail stores did not display many goods 
− most were stored away 
− customers asked a clerk for whatever they already knew they wanted, and the clerk 

would get it 
− with increasing production and the need to sell it, stores began to display goods to tempt 

people to buy things they did not already know they wanted 
− and to provide service that made people feel good about buying things 

− government propaganda campaigns 
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− encouraging holiday shopping 
− encouraging consumption of certain kinds of goods or foods 

− “Got milk?” “It’s the cheese” 
− these are government programs, paid for with required fees from producers 

− President Bush telling us that the proper response to 9/11 is to get out there and keep 
shopping! 

− changes in norms of psychology, child rearing, etc. 
− psychologists arguing that kids need their own private room, special child-sized 

furniture, age-appropriate clothing, etc. 
− the idea that children are not just small adults is relatively new 
− and it creates a huge market for new kinds of goods 

− promotion of self-help programs, prosperity theology, etc. 
− it is OK, even right and laudable, to want a big car or house, because that is how God 

rewards the best Christians… 
− it is OK to want to consume a lot, since people are out there selling self-help programs 

to help you get rich 
− you might not take the course 
− but the fact that it exists reinforces the idea that its goal is a good and normal one 

− changing myths, fairy tales, stories, children’s books for children… 
− in European and US culture, used to emphasize obedience and cultural norms of 

behavior through the dire consequences of not complying 
− gradual shift towards teaching kids that good behavior is rewarded with material things 
− that Santa Claus brings lots of toys, etc. 
− that it is right and normal for them to want to consume a lot 

− There is a parallel history of the appearance and development of the role of “laborer” 
− involving a shift from a kin-based mode of production 

− where work is part of one’s identity and social obligations 
− which does not have a separate role of “laborer” 

− to capitalist modes of production 
− in which work is done for wages, separate from identity and social relationships 
− laborers become interchangeable units, not individuals for which someone has some 

responsibility 
− government policies, population growth, and other factors that made it impossible for 

subsistence farmers to support themselves 
− often by denying them access to land or other needed inputs 

− population growth that leads to farms being broken into smaller and smaller pieces 
each generation 
− eventually no longer viable 
− so some people have to go into wage labor 

− the process of “enclosure” in England 
− government policies which privatized land ownership 
− making it hard for peasants, who had used collective village lands, to support 

themselves 
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− forcing them to move to cities where they could get paid factory work 
− the effects of credit on subsistence farmers 

− facing competition from larger, more capitalized farms, small farmers can only 
compete by taking out loans 
− to buy better seed 
− to buy pesticides, fertilizers, etc. 

− each year, they repay the loans and hopefully make some profit by selling part of 
their crop, usually not too much 

− but in a bad year, they can’t repay the loan 
− they might have enough savings, or get more credit, to survive one bad year 
− but if a small-scale subsistence farmer get hit by a couple of bad years, he or she 

will have to sell the farm 
− there is no going back: from then on, he or she has to work for wages 
− larger farms with wealthier owners are better able to withstand random variations in 

production 
− so gradually, small farmers are forced off their lands, and large, more industrial 

farms grow 
− these processes pushed (and still push) formerly small, self-sufficient farmers into 

becoming wage laborers 
− which allowed businesses to profit from their labor 

− leading to alienation of labor 
− labor unions formed and fought back 

− with enough success that there has not been very much violent revolution 
− There is still another parallel history of the appearance and development of the role of the 

capitalist 
− a shift from making wealth by plunder or ownership of farmland 
− to mercantilism: using wealth to finance import of materials and export of manufactured 

products 
− supported by imperialism: using government-backed force to control natural resources, 

labor, etc. in foreign places 
− and to maintain monopolies that guarantee enough consumers 

− to capitalism: using wealth to create more efficient means of production such as factories 
− employing and often exploiting laborers 

− to industrial capitalism: using wealth to mechanize factories to produce even more 
− making lots of goods that people must then be motivated to buy 

− Problems created by globalization 
− Participating in the market economy may force changes in a culture 

− Ju/’hoansi example of how herding is incompatible with generalized reciprocity and 
ideology of equality 

− the Kayapo example 
− why does the article include all that stuff in the beginning about their use of the forest 

and how it relates to their concept of the world, themselves, establishing individual 
gendered identities, etc.? 
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− this is typical anthropological description 
− giving an anthropologically-oriented explanation of why the forest is so important to 

them 
− more so that “they are used to making their living from it” 

− it shows how profoundly their culture and identity is affected by losing access to large 
areas of forest 
− it isn’t just an economic loss 
− it destroys their cultural construction of the world, society, and individuals 

− how does this case fit into a World Systems view? 
− where is the core, and where is the periphery? 
− who is being exploited, and how? 

− aspects of the story that require or involve globalization 
− development of the Amazonian forest, logging for an international market, building a 

dam to power distant industry and cities 
− involvement of World Bank in the dam financing 
− coordination and response by indigenous Kayapo and diverse foreign interests in 

animals, birds, plants, global ecology, as well as anthropology 
− role of national and international media, popular opinion, political pressure in 

resolving the situation 
− and many, many others 

− Market externalities: costs borne by third parties not directly involved in an economic 
transaction 
− like farmers living near a factory that pollutes their water 

− the factory investors make profit 
− the buyers get the goods at a good price 
− and the uninvolved farmers nearby have to pay part of the cost, effectively subsidizing 

the factory and buyers 
− they have no choice about this 
− and may get pretty annoyed… 

− Ever-increasing consumption means ever-increasing environmental damage 
− which even the rich eventually suffer from 

− As more people don’t produce their own food, but depend on wage labor… 
− there is more and more hunger and poverty 
− not just human suffering, this also leads to social unrest, violence… 

− New and worse diseases 
− AIDS, Lyme disease, Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever, SARS, H5N1 “avian” flu, H1N1 

“swine” flu, ebola… 
− for numerous reasons 

− expanding capitalism demands more clearing of forests, mining in remote regions, 
changing ecological regimes, etc. 
− bringing humans into increased contact with disease-causing or disease-carrying 

organisms that they rarely used to encounter humans 
− increasing opportunities for obscure disease-causing organisms to jump to humans 

− travel and shipping moving and mixing organisms 
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− brings organisms to places where there are fewer natural competitors or other restraints 
− bringing different varieties of organisms together, allowing for hybridization and 

evolution of nasty combinations of traits 
− living in dense cities and increased traveling 

− helps diseases spread among nearby people 
− creates a large enough pool of victims that there are always new ones without acquired 

immunity 
− helps diseases jump to new areas where few people have natural resistance 

− using antibiotics in animals breeds resistant bacteria 
− a practice encouraged by capitalism’s need to produce ever more meat, eggs, etc. at 

ever-lower cost 
− As people resist worsening conditions caused by market-driven changes… 

− peasants undertake rebellions like the Zapatistas in Chiapas 
− wars break out between ethnic groups that formerly managed to get along: Bosnia, 

Sudan… 
− populist opposition parties are suppressed by government force: Venezuela, Iran… 
− fundamentalist religious movements arise 

− revitalization or millennial movements: “end times” theology 
− Hindu nationalists in India 
− Al Qaeda, advancing hyper-fundamentalist Islam by force 

− in reaction to perceived mistreatment and corrupt values of the capitalist world 
− people resort to “weapons of the weak” 

− passive resistance: work slowdowns, theft, absenteeism 
− sabotage, vandalism, strikes 
− terrorism 

− Globalization: We had better understand it 
− it is behind a lot of the news you read or hear about every day 

− availability of ever better and cheaper technological goods 
− large-scale pollution and global warming 
− wars 
− changes in the economy, unemployment, etc. 
− social movements 
− foreign policy 
− immigration issues, and much, much more 

− the anthropological, holistic, culturally-aware approach is probably a good way to 
understand what is going on 

− and if you want to change the world, the first step is to understand it… 


